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Abstract
Linear logical frameworks with subexponentials have been used for
the specification of among other systems, proof systems, concurrent pro-
gramming languages and linear authorization logics. In these frameworks,
subexponentials can be configured to allow or not for the application of
the contraction and weakening rules while the exchange rule can always
be applied. This means that formulae in such frameworks can only be
organized as sets and multisets of formulae not being possible to organize
formulae as lists of formulae. This paper investigates the proof theory of
linear logic proof systems in the non-commutative variant. These systems
can disallow the application of exchange rule on some subexponentials. We
investigate conditions for when cut-elimination is admissible in the pres-
ence of non-commutative subexponentials, investigating the interaction of
the exchange rule with local and non-local contraction rules. We also ob-
tain some new undecidability and decidability results on non-commutative
linear logic with subexponentials.
To Dale Miller’s Festschrift and his Contributions to Logic in Computer
Science. Dale’s work has been an inspiration to us. He is a great researcher,
colleague, advisor, and friend.
1 Introduction
Logic and proof theory have played an important role in computer science. The
introduction of linear logic by Girard [1987] is an example of how the beauty
of logic can be applied to the principles of computer science. More than 20
years ago, Hodas and Miller [1991, 1994] proposed the intuitionistic linear logi-
cal framework, Lolli, which distinguishes between to kinds of formulae: linear,
that cannot be contracted and weakened, and unbounded, that can be con-
tracted and weakened1. In contrast to existing intuitionistic/classical logical
frameworks, Lolli allowed to express stateful computations using logical connec-
tives. Some years later, Miller proposed the classical linear logical framework
Forum [Miller, 1994, 1996] demonstrating that linear logic can be used among
other things to design concurrent systems2.
It has been known, however, since Girard’s original linear logic paper [Girard,
1987], that the linear logic exponentials !, ? are not canonical. Indeed, proof sys-
tems with non-equivalent exponentials [Danos et al., 1993] can be formulated.
Nigam and Miller [2009] called them subexponentials and proposed a more ex-
pressive linear logical framework called SELL which allows for the specification
of any number of non-equivalent subexponentials !s, ?s. Each subexponential
can be specified to behave as linear or as unbounded. This is reflected in the
syntax. SELL sequents associate a different context to each subexponential.
Thus formulae may be organized into a number of sets of unbounded formu-
lae and a number of multisets of linear formulae. Nigam and Miller show that
SELL is more expressive than Forum being capable of expressing algorithmic
specifications in logic. In the recent years, it has been shown that SELL can also
be used to specify linear authorization logics [Nigam, 2012, 2014], concurrent
constraint programming languages [Nigam et al., 2013, Olarte et al., 2015] and
proof systems [Nigam et al., 2016].
While these logical frameworks have been sucessfully used for a number of
applications, they do not allow formulae to be organized as lists of formulae.
This is because all the frameworks above assume that the exchange rule can be
applied to any formula. This paper investigates the proof theory of subexpo-
nentials in non-commutative linear logic. Our contribution is as follows:
1. We construct general non-commutative linear logic proof systems with
subexponentials and investigate conditions for when these systems enjoy
cut-elimination and when they don’t.
2. For systems, in which at least one subexponential obeys the contraction
rule in its non-local form, we prove undecidability results.
3. For fragments, in which no subexponential obeys the contraction rule, we
prove decidability and establish exact complexity bounds which coincide
with the complexity estimations for the corresponding systems without
subexponentials: NP for the purely multiplicative system, PSPACE for
the system with additive connectives.
The rest of this paper is organised as follows. In Sections 2 and 3 we present
two variants of non-commutative linear logic, resp., the multiplicative-additive
Lambek calculus (SMALCΣ) and cyclic linear logic (SCLLΣ), enriched with
1The authors received the LICS Test of Time Award for this work.
2For this work, Miller received yet another LICS Test of Time Award prize.
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subexponential modalities indexed by a subexponential signature Σ. In Sec-
tion 4 we establish the cut elimination property for SCLLΣ using the classical
Gentzen’s approach with a specific version of the mix rule. In Section 5 we show
that SMALCΣ can be conservatively embedded into SCLLΣ. This yields, as a
side-effect, cut elimination for SMALCΣ. In Section 6 we explain why we prefer
the non-local version of the contraction rule by showing that systems with only
local contraction fail to enjoy the cut elimination property. Section 7 contains
the proof of undecidability for systems with contraction; in Section 8 we prove
decidability and establish complexity bounds for systems without contraction.
Section 9 is for conclusions and directions of future research.
2 The Multiplicative-Additive Lambek Calculus
with Subexponentials
We start with the Lambek calculus allowing empty antecedents [Lambek, 1961],
considering it as a non-commutative form of intuitionistic propositional linear
logic [Abrusci, 1990]. The original Lambek calculus includes only multiplicative
connectives (multiplication and two implications, called divisions). It is quite
natural, however, to equip the Lambek calculus also with additive connectives
(conjunction and disjunction), as in linear logic [van Benthem, 1991, Kanazawa,
1992, Buszkowski, 2010, Kuznetsov and Okhotin, 2017]. We’ll call this bigger
system the multiplicative-additive Lambek calculus (MALC). Extended versions
of the Lambek calculus have broad linguistical applications, serving as a basis
for categorial grammars [Moortgat, 1997, Morrill, 2011, 2017, Moot and Retore´,
2012].
In this section we extend the multiplicative-additive Lambek calculus with
a family of subexponential connectives. First we fix a subexponential signature
of the form
Σ = 〈I,,W , C, E〉,
where I = {s1, . . . , sn} is a set of subexponential labels with a preorder , and
W , C, and E are subsets of I. The setsW , C, and E are required to be upwardly
closed with respect to . That is, if s1 ∈ W and s1  s2, then s2 ∈ W and
ditto for the sets E and C. Subexponentials marked with labels from W allow
weakening, C allows contraction, and E allows exchange (permutation). Since
contraction (in the non-local form, see below) and weakening yield exchange,
here we explicitly require W ∩ C ⊆ E .
Formulae are built from variables p1, p2, p3, . . . and the unit constant 1 using
five binary connectives: · (product, or multiplicative conjunction), \ (left divi-
sion), / (right division), ∧ (additive conjunction), and ∨ (additive disjunction),
and a family of unary connectives, indexed by the subexponential signature Σ,
denoted by !s for each s ∈ I.
The axioms and rules of the multiplicative-additive Lambek calculus with
subexponentials, denoted by SMALCΣ, are as follows:
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A→ A
(ax)
Γ1, A,B,Γ2 → C
Γ1, A ·B,Γ2 → C
(· →)
Γ1 → A Γ2 → B
Γ1,Γ2 → A · B
(→ ·)
Π→ A Γ1, B,Γ2 → C
Γ1,Π, A \B,Γ2 → C
(\ →)
A,Π→ B
Π→ A \B
(→ \)
Π→ A Γ1, B,Γ2 → C
Γ1, B /A,Π,Γ2 → C
(/→)
Π, A→ B
Π→ B /A
(→ /)
Γ1,Γ2 → C
Γ1,1,Γ2 → C
(1→)
→ 1
(→ 1)
Γ1, A1,Γ2 → C Γ1, A2,Γ2 → C
Γ1, A1 ∨ A2,Γ2 → C
(∨ →)
Γ→ Ai
Γ→ A1 ∨ A2
(→ ∨), where i = 1 or 2
Γ1, Ai,Γ2 → C
Γ1, A1 ∧ A2,Γ2 → C
(∧ →), where i = 1 or 2
Γ→ A1 Γ→ A2
Γ→ A1 ∧ A2
(→ ∧)
Γ1, A,Γ2 → C
Γ1, !
sA,Γ2 → C
(!→)
!s1A1, . . . , !
snAn → B
!s1A1, . . . , !
snAn → !
sB
(→ !), where sj  s for all j
Γ1,Γ2 → C
Γ1, !
sA,Γ2 → C
(weak), where s ∈ W
Γ1, !
sA,∆, !sA,Γ2 → C
Γ1, !
sA,∆,Γ2 → C
(ncontr1) and
Γ1, !
sA,∆, !sA,Γ2 → C
Γ1,∆, !
sA,Γ2 → C
(ncontr2), where s ∈ C
Γ1,∆, !
sA,Γ2 → C
Γ1, !
sA,∆,Γ2 → C
(ex1) and
Γ1, !
sA,∆,Γ2 → C
Γ1,∆, !
sA,Γ2 → C
(ex2), where s ∈ E
Π→ A Γ1, A,Γ2 → C
Γ1,Π,Γ2 → C
(cut)
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Due to the special status of the cut rule, we always explicitly state whether
we’re using it in our derivations. Namely, we use the notation SMALCΣ for the
cut-free calculus and SMALCΣ + (cut) for the calculus with the cut rule.
It is sufficient to postulate (ax) only for variables, in the form pi → pi. All
other instances of A → A are then derivable in a standard manner, without
using (cut). For the subexponential case, derivability of !sA→ !sA is due to the
reflexivity of .
In Section 5 we prove the cut elimination theorem for SMALCΣ (Corol-
lary 3), that is, SMALCΣ + (cut) and SMALCΣ derive the same set of theo-
rems. This yields the subformula property, and therefore it becomes very easy
to consider fragments of the system by restricting the language. If we take only
rules that operate multiplicative connectives, ·, \, and /, and rules that oper-
ate subexponentials, !s (s ∈ I), we obtain the subexponential extension of the
“pure” Lambek calculus, denoted by SLCΣ. If we also take the unit constant,
1, we get the calculus SLC1Σ. Finally, removing rules for subexponentials yields,
respectively, the Lambek calculus allowing empty antecedents [Lambek, 1961]
and the Lambek calculus with the unit [Lambek, 1969]. All these calculi are
conservative fragments of SMALCΣ.
Notice that the version of the Lambek calculus considered in this paper al-
lows the antecedents of sequents to be empty, while the original system by Lambek
[1958] doesn’t. This constraint, called Lambek’s restriction, is motivated by lin-
guistic applications of the Lambek calculus. This restriction, however, appears
to be incompatible with (sub)exponential modalities [Kanovich et al., 2016a,c].
3 Cyclic Linear Logic with Subexponentials
In this section we define the second calculus considered in this paper, the ex-
tension of cyclic linear logic [Yetter, 1990] with subexponentials. For a subex-
ponential signature Σ = 〈I,,W , C, E〉, this calculus is denoted by SCLLΣ.
We formulate SCLLΣ in a language with tight negations. For a countable
set of variables Var = {p1, p2, . . .}, we also consider their negations p¯1, p¯2, . . .;
variables and their negations are called atoms. Formulae of SCLLΣ are built
from atoms and constants 1 (multiplicative truth), ⊥ (multiplicative falsity), ⊤
(additive truth), and 0 (additive falsity) using four binary connectives: ⊗ (multi-
plicative conjunction), O (multiplicative disjunction), N (additive conjunction),
and ⊕ (additive disjunction), and also two families of unary connectives, in-
dexed by the subexponential signature Σ: !s (universal subexponential) and ?s
(existential subexponential) for each s ∈ I (recall that Σ = 〈I,,W , C, E〉, and
I is the set of all subexponential labels).
Negation for arbitrary formulae introduced externally by the following re-
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cursive definition (A⊥ means “not A”):
p⊥i = p¯i (!
sA)⊥ = ?sA⊥
p¯⊥i = pi (?
sA)⊥ = !sA⊥
(A⊗ B)⊥ = B⊥ OA⊥ 1⊥ = ⊥
(AOB)⊥ = B⊥ ⊗A⊥ ⊥⊥ = 1
(A⊕ B)⊥ = A⊥ NB⊥ 0⊥ = ⊤
(ANB)⊥ = A⊥ ⊕B⊥ ⊤⊥ = 0
Sequents of SCLLΣ are of the form ⊢ Γ where Γ in SCLLΣ is a non-empty
cyclically ordered sequence: sequents ⊢ Γ1,Γ2 and ⊢ Γ2,Γ1 are considered graph-
ically equal, but other permutations of formulae within ⊢ Γ are not allowed.
The axioms and rules of inference of SCLLΣ are as follows:
⊢ A,A⊥
(ax)
⊢ Γ, A ⊢ B,∆
⊢ Γ, A⊗B,∆
(⊗)
⊢ A,B,Γ
⊢ AOB,Γ
(O)
⊢ A1,Γ ⊢ A2,Γ
⊢ A1 NA2,Γ
(N)
⊢ Ai,Γ
⊢ A1 ⊕A2,Γ
(⊕), where i = 1 or 2
⊢ 1
(1) ⊢ Γ
⊢ ⊥,Γ
(⊥)
⊢ ⊤,Γ
(⊤)
⊢ B, ?s1A1, . . . , ?
snAn
⊢ !sB, ?s1A1, . . . , ?
snAn
(!), where sj  s for all j
⊢ A,Γ
⊢ ?sA,Γ
(?)
⊢ Γ
⊢ ?sA,Γ
(weak), where s ∈ W
⊢ ?sA,Γ, ?sA,∆
⊢ ?sA,Γ,∆
(ncontr), where s ∈ C
⊢ Γ, ?sA,∆
⊢ ?sA,Γ,∆
(ex), where s ∈ E
⊢ Γ, A⊥ A,∆
⊢ Γ,∆
(cut)
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Note that there is no rule for additive falsity, 0. The only way to introduce
0 is by (⊤) or (ax), yielding ⊢ ⊤,Γ1,0,Γ2 (if we use (ax), Γ1 and Γ2 are empty).
Also notice that we can freely apply cyclic transformations to our sequents,
yielding rules of the form
⊢ Γ1, A,B,Γ2
⊢ Γ1, AOB,Γ2
(O)
⊢ Γ1, A,Γ2 ⊢ B,∆
⊢ Γ1, A⊗B,∆,Γ2
(⊗1)
⊢ ∆, A ⊢ Γ1, B,Γ2
⊢ Γ1,∆, A⊗B,Γ2
(⊗2)
and so on. Due to our conventions, these rules are actually graphically equal
to the official rules of SCLLΣ presented above. Sometimes, however, these
transformed forms of the rules are more convenient—for example, if we want a
specific designated formula to be the rightmost one (see proof of Theorem 2).
As in SMALCΣ, in SCLLΣ it is sufficient to postulate (ax) only for variables,
as ⊢ pi, p¯i.
As for the Lambek calculus, we use the notation SCLLΣ for the cut-free
system, and SCLLΣ + (cut) for the system with cut. In Section 4 we establish
cut elimination, that yields the subformula property. If we remove all additives
connectives and rules for them, leaving only 1, ⊥, ⊗, O, and the subexponentials,
we get the multiplicative fragment of cyclic linear logic with subexponentials,
denoted by SMCLLΣ.
4 Cut Elimination in SCLLΣ
Theorem 1. A sequent is derivable in SCLLΣ+(cut) if and only if it is derivable
in SCLLΣ.
The cut elimination strategy we use here goes back to Gentzen [1935], and
was applied for linear logic by Girard [1987]. We follow the outline of the proof
presented in [Lincoln et al., 1992, Appendix A], making necessary modifications
for the cases where exchange rules are not available.
Since eliminating the cut rule by straightforward induction encounters prob-
lems when it comes across the contraction rule, we consider the cut rule to-
gether with a more general rule called mix, which is a combination of cut and
contraction. The two rules can now be eliminated by joint induction (which is
impossible for the original cut rule alone).
Another possible cut elimination strategy for SCLLΣ is “deep cut elimina-
tion” of Brau¨ner and de Paiva [1998]. This strategy is applied by Kanovich et al.
[2017] to establish cut elimination in a system closely related to SLCΣ, but with
bracket modalities that introduce controlled non-associativity, which makes it
hard to formulate the mix rule. In this paper we follow the more traditional
approach.
Since mix needs contraction, it is included only for formulae of the form ?sA
with s ∈ C. Thus, unlike the classic Gentzen’s situation, (cut) is not always a
particular case of (mix), and in our proof we eliminate both cut and mix by
joint induction.
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If s ∈ C ∩ E (i. e., ?s also allows exchange—in particular, this is the case
for the “full-power” exponential connective of linear logic), the mix rule can be
formulated exactly as in the commutative case:
⊢ Γ, !sA⊥ ⊢?sA, . . . , ?sA,∆
⊢ Γ,∆
(mix)
For s ∈ C − E , however, the formulation of mix is more sophisticated, since
we are not allowed to gather all instances of ?sA in one area of the sequent:
⊢ Γ, !sA⊥ ⊢?sA,∆1, ?
sA,∆2, . . . , ?
sA,∆k
⊢ Γ,∆1,∆2, . . . ,∆k
(mix)
In this rule, one instance of ?sA is replaced with Γ (due to cyclicity we can
suppose that it is the leftmost occurrence), and several (maybe zero) other
occurrences of ?sA are removed from the sequent.
Being equivalent to a consequent application of several (ncontr)’s and (cut),
the mix rule is clearly admissible in SCLLΣ + (cut).
As in the commutative case, cut elimination crucially depends on the fact
that the  relation is transitive and that the sets W , C, and E are upwardly
closed w.r.t. . These parts of the definition of the substructural signature Σ
come into play when we propagate (cut) or (mix) through the (!) rule that yields
⊢ ?s1C1, . . . , ?
snCn, !
sA⊥. In this situation, the formula ?sA get replaced by a
sequence ?s1C1, . . . , ?
snCn, and we need the same structural rules to be valid
for ?siCi, as for ?
sA. This is guaranteed by the fact that si  s (a prerequisite
of the (!) rule) and the closure properties of Σ.
In the non-commutative situation, however, there is another issue one should
be cautious about. For cut elimination, it is important that the contraction
rule is non-local, i.e., the formulae being contracted can come from distant
places of the sequent, with other formulae (Γ) between them. Accordingly,
our formulation of (mix) for subexponentials that allow contraction, but not
exchange, is also non-local, with ∆i between the active formulae. In Section 6
we show that for the local version of contraction, that allows contracting only
neighbour formulae, cut elimination doesn’t hold.
Proof of Theorem 1. As usual, it is sufficient to eliminate one cut or mix, i.e.,
to show the following two statements:
• if both ⊢ Γ, A⊥ and ⊢ A,∆ are derivable in SCLLΣ, then so is ⊢ Γ,∆;
• if s ∈ C and both ⊢ Γ, !sA⊥ and ⊢ ?sA,∆1, ?
sA,∆2, . . . , ?
sA,∆k are deriv-
able in SCLLΣ, then so is ⊢ Γ,∆1, . . . ,∆k.
We prove both statements by joint nested induction. The outer induction
parameter is κ, the total number of connectives in the formula being cut (for
(mix), the external ?s also counts). The inner induction parameter is δ, the sum
of the heights of the cut-free derivations of two premises, ⊢ Γ, A⊥ and ⊢ A,∆
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for (cut) and ⊢ Γ, !sA⊥ and ⊢ ?sA,∆1, ?
sA,∆2, . . . , ?
sA,∆k for (mix). At each
step, either κ decreases, or δ decreases while κ remains the same.
The cut (mix) elimination procedure is usually very lengthy and tedious,
since it requires considering a great number of cases and subcases of which rules
are the last rules applied in the (cut-free) derivations of the premises of (cut)
or (mix). Here we try to make it as short as possible by merging similar cases.
Cut Elimination
The cut elimination procedure is a rather standard, straightforward induction.
When we come across the (ncontr) rule, (cut) becomes (mix), and we jump to
the second, more interesting part of the proof.
The last rule applied in the derivation of ⊢ Γ, A⊥ (or, symmetrically, ⊢ A,∆)
is called principal either if it is an application of the (!) rule or if it introduces the
rightmost A⊥ (symmetrically, the leftmost A) formula. Otherwise it is called
non-principal.
Case 1. One of the cut premises is an axiom of the form (ax). Then the goal
sequent coincides with the other premise, and cut disappears.
Case 2. The last rule in the derivation either of ⊢ Γ, A⊥ or of ⊢ A,∆ is
non-principal.
Since A⊥⊥ = A, the cut (but not mix) rule is symmetric. Therefore, we don’t
have to consider both ⊢ Γ, A⊥ and ⊢ A,∆; handling only ⊢ Γ, A⊥ is sufficient.
Let us call (O), (⊕), (⊥), (?), (weak), (ncontr), and (ex) easy rules. An easy
rule doesn’t branch the derivation, it only transforms the sequent, and, in the
non-principal case, keeps the formula being cut intact. If ⊢ Γ, A⊥ is derived
using an easy rule, the cut application has the following form (“ER” stands for
“easy rule”):
⊢ Γ˜, A⊥
⊢ Γ, A⊥
(ER)
⊢ A,∆
⊢ Γ,∆
(cut)
and the cut is propagated:
⊢ Γ˜, A⊥ ⊢ A,∆
⊢ Γ˜,∆
(cut)
⊢ Γ,∆
(ER)
The easy rule is still valid in a different context. The new cut has the same κ
and a smaller δ parameter, and gets eliminated by induction.
The other non-principal cases, (⊗), (N), and (⊤), are handled as follows:
⊢ Φ, E ⊢ Γ1, F,Γ2, A
⊥
⊢ Γ1,Φ, E ⊗ F,Γ2, A
⊥
(⊗)
⊢ A,∆
⊢ Γ1,Φ, E ⊗ F,Γ2,∆
(cut)  
⊢ Φ, E
⊢ Γ1, F,Γ2, A
⊥ ⊢ A,∆
⊢ Γ1, F,Γ2,∆
(cut)
⊢ Γ1,Φ, E ⊗ F,Γ2,∆
(⊗)
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(The case when A⊥ goes to the branch with F is symmetric.)
⊢ Γ1, E1,Γ2, A
⊥ ⊢ Γ1, E1 NE2,Γ2, A
⊥
⊢ Γ1, E1 NE2,Γ2, A
⊥
(N)
⊢ A,∆
⊢ Γ1, E1 NE2,Γ2,∆
(cut)
becomes
⊢ Γ1, E1,Γ2, A
⊥ ⊢ A,∆
⊢ Γ1, E1,Γ2,∆
(cut)
⊢ Γ1, E2,Γ2, A
⊥ ⊢ A,∆
⊢ Γ1, E2,Γ2,∆
(cut)
⊢ Γ1, E1 NE2,Γ2,∆
(N)
⊢ Γ1,⊤,Γ2, A
⊥
(⊤)
⊢ A,∆
⊢ Γ1,⊤,Γ2,∆
(cut)  
⊢ Γ1,⊤,Γ2,∆
(⊤)
For (⊗) and (N), the δ parameter decreases with the same κ. For (⊤), cut
disappears.
Applications of (1) and (!) cannot be non-principal.
Case 3. The last rules in both derivations are principal, and the main
connective of A is not a subexponential. Consider the possible pairs of principal
rules; due to symmetry of cut, the order in these pairs doesn’t matter.
Subcase 3.1. (⊗) and (O)
⊢ Γ2, F
⊥ ⊢ Γ1, E
⊥
⊢ Γ1,Γ2, F
⊥ ⊗ E⊥
(⊗)
⊢ E,F,∆
⊢ E OF,∆
(O)
⊢ Γ1,Γ2,∆
(cut)  
Γ2, F
⊥
Γ1, E
⊥ E,F,∆
Γ1, F,∆
(cut)
⊢ Γ1,Γ2,∆
(cut)
The κ parameter for both new cuts is less than κ of the original cut, thus we
cant proceed by induction.
Subcase 3.2. (N) and (⊕)
⊢ Γ, E⊥1 ⊢ Γ, E
⊥
2
⊢ Γ, E⊥1 NE
⊥
2
(N)
⊢ Ei,∆
⊢ E1 ⊕ E2,∆
⊢ Γ,∆
(cut)  
⊢ Γ, E⊥i ⊢ Ei,∆
⊢ Γ,∆
(cut)
Again, κ gets decreased.
Subcase 3.3. (1) and (⊥)
⊢ 1
(1) ⊢ ∆
⊢ ⊥,∆
(⊥)
⊢ ∆
(cut)
Cut disappears, since its goal coincides with the premise of (⊥), which is already
derived.
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In the principal case, we don’t need to consider the (⊤) rule, since it has no
principal counterpart that introduces ⊤⊥ = 0.
Case 4. Both last rules are principal, A = ?sB, and A⊥ = !sB⊥. The
left premise, ⊢ Γ, !sB⊥, is derived using (!) introducing !sB⊥. Therefore, Γ =
?s1C1, . . . , ?
snCn, where si  s for all i. Consider the possible cases for the last
rule in the derivation of the other premise, ⊢ ?sA,∆.
Subcase 4.1. The last rule is (?):
⊢ Γ, B⊥
⊢ Γ, !sB⊥
(!)
⊢ B,∆
⊢ ?sB,∆
(?)
⊢ Γ,∆
(cut)  
⊢ Γ, B⊥ ⊢ B,∆
⊢ Γ,∆
(cut)
The κ parameter gets decreased.
Subcase 4.2. The last rule is (!):
⊢ ?s1C1, . . . , ?
snCn, !
sB⊥
⊢ ?sB, ?q1D1, . . . , ?
qiDi, E, !
qi+1Di+1, . . . , ?
qmDm
⊢ ?sB, ?q1D1, . . . , ?
qiDi, !
qE, !qi+1Di+1, . . . , ?
qmDm
(!)
⊢ ?s1C1, . . . , ?
snCn, ?
q1D1, . . . , ?
qiDi, !
qE, !qi+1Di+1, . . . , ?
qmDm
(cut)
becomes
⊢ ?s1C1, . . . , ?
snCn, !
sB⊥ ⊢ ?sB, ?q1D1, . . . , ?
qiDi, E, !
qi+1Di+1, . . . , ?
qmDm
⊢ ?s1C1, . . . , ?
snCn, ?
q1D1, . . . , ?
qiDi, E, !
qi+1Di+1, . . . , ?
qmDm
(cut)
⊢ ?s1C1, . . . , ?
snCn, ?
q1D1, . . . , ?
qiDi, !
qE, !qi+1Di+1, . . . , ?
qmDm
(!)
where the new application of (!) is legal due to transitivity of : si  s  q.
The κ parameter is the same, δ decreases.
Subcase 4.3. The last rule is (weak). In this case, since si  s and s ∈ W ,
then also si ∈ W , and Γ = ?
s1C1, . . . , ?
snCn can be added to ∆ using the
weakening rule n times. Cut disappears.
Subcase 4.4. The last rule is (ncontr). In this case cut is replaced mix with
the same κ and a smaller δ:
⊢ Γ, !sB⊥
⊢ ?sB,∆1, ?
sB,∆2
⊢ ?sB,∆1,∆2
(ncontr)
⊢ Γ,∆1,∆2
(cut)  
⊢ Γ, !sB⊥ ⊢ ?sB,∆1, ?
sB,∆2
⊢ Γ,∆1,∆2
(mix)
Subcase 4.5. The last rule is (ex). Similarly to Subcase 4.3, si ∈ E , and we
can apply the exchange rule for Γ as a whole. This means that (cut) can be
interchanged with (ex), decreasing δ with the same κ.
Mix Elimination
For the left premise, the definition of principal rule is the same as for (cut).
For the right one, a rule is principal if it is (!) or operates with one of the ?sA
formulae used in (mix). Eliminating mix is easier, since now principal rules
could be only rules for subexponentials, and thus we have to consider a smaller
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number of cases. Moreover, we can assume that k ≥ 2, since mix with k = 1 is
actually cut.
Case 1. One of the mix premises is an axiom of the form (ax). Then, as for
(cut), the goal coincides with the other premise.
Case 2. The last rule in the derivation of the left premise, ⊢ Γ, !sA⊥, is
non-principal. In this case we proceed exactly as in the non-principal case for
(cut): the mix rule gets propagated to the left, and δ decreases with the same
κ.
Case 3. The last rule in the left derivation is principal and the last rule in
the right one is non-principal. In this case the rule on the left is (!), introducing
!sA⊥. The interesting situation here is the (⊗) rule yielding the right premise,
?sA,∆1, ?
sA,∆2, . . . , ?
sA,∆k. The derivation branches, and there are two pos-
sibilites: either all instances of ?sA involved in (mix) go to one branch, or they
split between branches.
If they don’t split, the transformation is again the same as for cut elimina-
tion:
⊢ Γ, !sA⊥
⊢ Φ, E ⊢ ?sA,∆1, . . . , ?
sA,∆′i, F,∆
′′
i , . . . , ?
sA,∆k
⊢ ?sA,∆1, . . . , ?
sA,∆′i,Φ, E ⊗ F,∆
′′
i , . . . , ?
sA,∆k
(⊗)
⊢ Γ,∆1, . . . ,∆
′
i,Φ, E ⊗ F,∆
′′
i , . . . ,∆k
(mix)
becomes
⊢ Φ, E
⊢ Γ, !sA⊥ ⊢ ?sA,∆1, . . . , ?
sA,∆′i, F,∆
′′
i , . . . , ?
sA,∆k
⊢ Γ,∆1, . . . ,∆
′
i, F,∆
′′
i , . . . ,∆k
(mix)
⊢ Γ,∆1, . . . ,∆
′
i,Φ, E ⊗ F,∆
′′
i , . . . ,∆k
(⊗)
The situation with splitting is more involved. In this case we recall that
⊢ Γ, !sA⊥ is obtained by application of !, therefore Γ = ?s1C1, . . . , ?
snCn, where
si  s for all i. Hence, si ∈ C, and we can apply the non-local contraction rule
for formulae in Γ. Then we first apply (mix) to both premises of (⊗), apply (⊗)
and arrive at a sequent with two occurrences of Γ, that are merged by applying
the (ncontr) rule n times. An example of such transformation is presented below
(the case where the leftmost ?sA goes with E instead of F is symmetric):
⊢ Γ, !sA⊥
⊢ ∆′j , ?
sA, . . . , ?sA,∆′i, E ⊢ ?
sA,∆1, . . . , ?
sA,∆′′j , F,∆
′′
i , . . . , ?
sA,∆k
⊢ ?sA,∆1, . . . , ?
sA,∆′′j ,∆
′
j , ?
sA, . . . , ?sA,∆′i, E ⊗ F,∆
′′
i , . . . , ?
sA,∆k
(⊗)
⊢ Γ,∆1, . . . ,∆
′′
j ,∆
′
j , . . . ,∆
′
i, E ⊗ F,∆
′′
i , . . . ,∆k
(mix)
becomes
⊢ Γ, !sA⊥ ⊢ ∆′j , ?
sA, . . . , ?sA,∆′i, E
⊢ ∆′j ,Γ, . . . ,∆
′
i, E
(mix)
⊢ Γ, !sA⊥ ⊢ ?sA,∆1, . . . , ?
sA,∆′′j , F,∆
′′
i , . . . , ?
sA,∆k
⊢ Γ,∆1, . . . ,∆′′j , F,∆
′′
i , . . . ,∆k
(mix)
⊢ Γ,∆1, . . . ,∆′′j ,∆
′
j ,Γ, . . . ,∆
′
i, E ⊗ F,∆
′′
i , . . . ,∆k
(⊗)
⊢ Γ,∆1, . . . ,∆′′j ,∆
′
j , . . . ,∆
′
i, E ⊗ F,∆
′′
i , . . . ,∆k
(ncontr) n times
Both new applications of (mix) have a smaller δ with the same κ, and we proceed
by induction.
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All other non-principal cases (easy rules, (⊤), and (N)) are handled exactly
as in the non-principal case for (cut), only the notation becomes a bit longer.
Case 4. The last rule in both derivations is principal. Then, again, the left
premise is (!) introducing !sA⊥, whence Γ = ?s1C1, . . . , ?
snCn, and we consider
subcases on which rule is used on the right.
Subcase 4.1. The last rule is (?). If this rule introduces the leftmost instance
of ?sA, the transformation is as follows (recall that k ≥ 2):
⊢ Γ, A⊥
⊢ Γ, !sA⊥
(!)
⊢ A,∆1, ?
sA,∆2, . . . , ?
sA,∆k
⊢ ?sA,∆1, ?
sA,∆2, . . . , ?
sA,∆k
(?)
⊢ Γ,∆1,∆2, . . . ,∆k
(mix)
becomes
⊢ Γ, A⊥
⊢ Γ, !sA⊥ ⊢ A,∆1, ?
sA,∆2, . . . , ?
sA,∆k
⊢ A,∆1,Γ,∆2, . . . ,∆k
(mix)
⊢ Γ,∆1,Γ,∆2, . . . ,∆k
(cut)
⊢ Γ,∆1,∆2, . . . ,∆k
(ncontr) several times
For (mix), κ is the same and δ gets decreased. For (cut), κ gets decreased (A is
simpler than ?sA), and we don’t care for δ (which is uncontrolled). Thus, both
cut and mix are eliminable by induction. Finally, si ∈ C (since si  s), whence
(ncontr) can be applied to formulae from Γ.
If the (?) rule introduces another instance of ?sA, the translation is the same,
but the second Γ could appear not after ∆1, but after some other ∆i.
Subcase 4.2. The last rule is (!). The same as Subcase 4.2 of cut elimination.
Subcase 4.3. The last rule is (ncontr). Our mix rule was specifically designed
to subsume (ncontr):
⊢ Γ, !sA⊥
⊢ ?sA,∆1, ?
sA,∆2, . . . , ?
sA,∆′i, ?
sA,∆′′i , . . . , ?
sA,∆k
⊢ ?sA,∆1, ?
sA,∆2, . . . , ?
sA,∆′i,∆
′′
i , . . . , ?
sA,∆k
(ncontr)
⊢ Γ,∆1, . . . ,∆k
(mix)
transforms into
⊢ Γ, !sA⊥ ⊢ ?sA,∆1, ?
sA,∆2, . . . , ?
sA,∆′i, ?
sA,∆′′i , . . . , ?
sA,∆k
⊢ Γ,∆1, . . . ,∆k
(mix)
The δ parameter gets reduced with the same κ.
Subcase 4.4. The last rule is (ex). If this rule didn’t move the leftmost
instance of ?sA, then it gets subsumed by (mix) exactly as (ncontr) in the
previous subcase. If the leftmost instance of ?sA gets moved, then we recall that
Γ = ?s1C1, . . . , ?
snCn, and si ∈ E for all i by the definition of subexponential
signature, since si  s and s ∈ E . This means we can apply the exchange rule
for Γ as a whole. In this case we first apply (mix) (with the same κ and a
smaller δ) to the sequent before (ex) and then move Γ to the correct place by
several applications of (ex).
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Subcase 4.5. The last rule is (weak). Again, if it introduced an instance of
?sA different from the leftmost one, it is subsumed by (mix). If the leftmost
instance gets weakened, then we apply mix to the second ?sA (recall that k ≥ 2,
so we have another instance), and then exchange Γ with ∆1. This is allowed,
since, by our definitions, W ∩ C ⊆ E , and si  s ∈ W ∩ C (s is in W , since we
used (weak) and in C, since we used (mix)). Again, κ is the same and δ gets
reduced.
5 Embedding of SMALCΣ into SCLLΣ and Cut
Elimination in SMALCΣ
In this section we define an extension to subexponentials of the standard embed-
ding of Lambek formulae into cyclic linear logic. Lambek formula A translates
into linear logic formula Â.
p̂i = pi 1̂ = 1
Â ·B = Â⊗ B̂ !̂sA = !sÂ
Â \B = Â⊥ O B̂ Â ∧B = ÂN B̂
B̂ /A = B̂O Â⊥ Â ∨B = Â⊕ B̂
For convenience, we also recall the definition of negation in SCLLΣ and
present the negative translations (negations of translations) of Lambek formulae:
p̂⊥i = p¯i 1̂
⊥ = ⊥
(Â ·B)⊥ = B̂⊥ O Â⊥ (!̂sA)⊥ = ?sÂ⊥
(Â \B)⊥ = B̂⊥ ⊗ Â (Â ∧B)⊥ = Â⊥ ⊕ B̂⊥
(B̂ /A)⊥ = Â⊗ B̂⊥ (Â ∨B)⊥ = Â⊥ N B̂⊥
For Π = A1, . . . , Ak let Π̂
⊥ be Â⊥k , . . . , Â
⊥
1 (for left-hand sides of Lambek
sequents, we need only the negative translation).
Theorem 2. The following statements are equivalent:
1. the sequent Π→ B is derivable in SMALCΣ;
2. the sequent Π→ B is derivable in SMALCΣ + (cut);
3. the sequent ⊢ Π̂⊥, B̂ is derivable in SCLLΣ + (cut);
4. the sequent ⊢ Π̂⊥, B̂ is derivable in SCLLΣ.
This theorem yields both cut elimination for SMALCΣ and embedding of
SMALCΣ into SCLLΣ.
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Corollary 3. A sequent is derivable in SMALCΣ + (cut) if and only if it is
derivable in SMALCΣ.
Corollary 4. The sequent Π → B is derivable in SMALCΣ if and only if the
sequent ⊢ Π̂⊥, B̂ is derivable in SCLLΣ.
We prove Theorem 2 by establishing round-robin implications: 1⇒ 2⇒ 3⇒ 4⇒ 1.
The last implication, 4⇒ 1, is a bit surprising, since the Lambek calculus is in
a sense “intuitionistic,” and CLL is “classic” (cf. Chaudhuri [2010]). However,
it becomes possible due to the restricted language used in the Lambek calculus:
it includes neither multiplicative disjunction (O), nor negation, nor existential
subexponentials (?s), nor additive constants (0 and ⊤).
In the commutative case, as shown by Schellinx [1991], these are exactly the
restrictions under which intuitionistic linear logic is a conservative fragment of
classical linear logic. In our non-commutative case, the situation is the same:
SMALCΣ in its restricted language gets conservatively embedded into SCLLΣ,
but extending the language and including some of the forbidden connectives
leads to failure of the conservativity claim.
Multiplicative disjunction and negation allow encoding tertium non datur,
AOA⊥, which is intuitionistically invalid.
In the implication-only language, there is still a principle that is valid clas-
sically, but not intuitionistically, called Peirce’s law [Peirce, 1885]: ((X ⇒
Y ) ⇒ X) ⇒ X . Encoding Peirce’s law in substructural logic requires ex-
plicitly allowing contraction for the rightmost X and weakening for Y , like this:
(x \ ?wy) \x→ ?cx, where w ∈ W and c ∈ C. This would be a counter-example
for the 4⇒ 1 implication; fortunately, formulae of the form ?sA are outside the
language of SMALCΣ. The translation of this substructural form of Peirce’s
law into cyclic linear logic, ⊢ x¯⊗ (x¯O ?wy), ?cx, is derivable in SCLLΣ with an
appropriate substructural signature Σ:
⊢ x, x¯
(ax)
⊢ ?cx, x¯
(?)
⊢ x¯, x
(ax)
⊢ x¯, ?cx
(?)
⊢ x¯, ?wy, ?cx
(weak)
⊢ x¯O ?wy, ?cx
(O)
⊢ ?cx, x¯ ⊗ (x¯O ?wy), ?cx
(⊗)
⊢ x¯⊗ (x¯O ?wy), ?cx
(ncontr)
Finally, if one extends the Lambek calculus with the 0 constant governed by
the following left rule
Γ1,0,Γ2 → C
(0→)
and no right rule [Lambek, 1993], the 4 ⇒ 1 implication (where 0̂ = 0) also
becomes false. This is established by a non-commutative version of the counter-
example by Schellinx [1991]:
(r /(0 \ q)) / p, (s / p) \ 0→ r.
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Since the Lambek calculus with 0 still has the cut elimination property (as we
don’t need subexponentials and additives, one can prove it by simple induction,
as in [Lambek, 1958]), one can perform exhaustive proof search and find out
that this sequent is not derivable. On the other hand, its translation into cyclic
linear logic, ⊢ ⊤ ⊗ (sO p¯), p⊗ (⊤O q)⊗ r¯, r, is derivable in SCLLΣ:
⊢ ⊤
(⊤)
⊢ p¯, p
(ax)
⊢ s,⊤, q
(⊤)
⊢ s,⊤O q
(O)
⊢ r¯, r
(ax)
⊢ s, (⊤O q)⊗ r¯, r
(⊗)
⊢ s, p¯, p⊗ ((⊤O q)⊗ r¯), r
(⊗)
⊢ sO p¯, p⊗ ((⊤O q)⊗ r¯), r
(O)
⊢ ⊤ ⊗ (sO p¯), p⊗ ((⊤O q)⊗ r¯), r
(⊗)
Our proof of the 4⇒ 1 implication for the restricted language is essentially
based on the ideas of Schellinx [1991]. We show that if a sequent of the form
⊢ Γ̂⊥, B̂ is derivable in SCLLΣ, then in each sequent in the derivation there
is exactly one formula of the form Ĉ, and all others are of the form Ĉ⊥ (see
Lemma 6 below). This means that all sequents in the SCLLΣ-derivation are
actually translations of Lambek sequents, and the derivation as a whole can be
mapped onto a derivation in SMALCΣ.
This technical lemma is proved using an extension of the ♮-counter by Pentus
[1998] to formulae of SCLLΣ without 0 and ⊤, but possibly using additive and
subexponential connectives (Pentus considers only the multiplicative fragment
of cyclic linear logic).
The ♮-counter is defined recursively:
♮(p) = 0 ♮(AOB) = ♮(A) + ♮(B) − 1
♮(p¯) = 1 ♮(A ⊗B) = ♮(A) + ♮(B)
♮(1) = 0 ♮(A ⊕B) = ♮(ANB) = ♮(A)
♮(⊥) = 1 ♮(?sA) = ♮(!sA) = ♮(A)
If Γ = E1, . . . , Ek, then let ♮(Γ) = ♮(E1) + . . .+ ♮(Ek).
Then we establish the following properties of the ♮-counter:
Lemma 5. 1. ♮(Â) = 0;
2. ♮(Â⊥) = 1;
3. if A⊕B is of the form Ĉ or Ĉ⊥, then ♮(A) = ♮(B) = ♮(A ⊕B);
4. if each Ai for i = 1, . . . , n is of the form Ĉ or Ĉ
⊥ and the sequent ⊢
A1, . . . , An is derivable in SCLLΣ, then ♮(A1) + . . .+ ♮(An) = n− 1;
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Proof. 1. Induction on the structure of A:
♮(p̂) = ♮(p) = 0
♮(1̂) = ♮(1) = 0
♮(Â · B) = ♮(Â⊗ B̂) = ♮(Â) + ♮(B̂) = 0 + 0 = 0
♮(Â \B) = ♮(Â⊥ O B̂) = ♮(Â⊥) + ♮(B̂)− 1 = 1 + 0− 1 = 0
♮(B̂ /A) = ♮(B̂ O Â⊥) = ♮(B̂) + ♮(Â⊥)− 1 = 0 + 1− 1 = 0
♮(Â ∨B) = ♮(Â ⊕ B̂) = ♮(Â) = 0
♮(Â ∧B) = ♮(ÂN B̂) = ♮(Â) = 0
♮(!̂sA) = ♮(!sÂ) = ♮(Â) = 0
2. Induction on the structure of A:
♮(p̂⊥) = ♮(p¯) = 1
♮(1̂⊥) = ♮(⊥) = 1
♮((Â · B)⊥) = ♮(B̂⊥ O Â⊥) = ♮(B̂⊥) + ♮(Â⊥)− 1 = 1 + 1− 1 = 1
♮((Â \B)⊥) = ♮(B̂⊥ ⊗ Â) = ♮(B̂⊥) + ♮(Â) = 1 + 0 = 1
♮((B̂ /A)⊥) = ♮(Â⊗ B̂⊥) = ♮(Â) + ♮(B̂⊥) = 0 + 1 = 1
♮((Â ∨B)⊥) = ♮(Â⊥ N B̂⊥) = ♮(Â⊥) = 1
♮((Â ∧B)⊥) = ♮(Â⊥ ⊕ B̂⊥) = ♮(Â⊥) = 1
♮((!̂sA)⊥) = ♮(?s Â⊥) = ♮(Â⊥) = 1
3. If A⊕B = Ĉ, then C = C1 ∨C2, A = Ĉ1, B = Ĉ2, and ♮(A) = ♮(B) = 0.
If A⊕B = Ĉ⊥, then C = C1 ∧C2, A = Ĉ
⊥
1 , B = Ĉ
⊥
2 , and ♮(A) = ♮(B) = 1.
4. Induction on the derivation in SCLLΣ:
Case 1, (ax): ♮(Â) + ♮(Â⊥) = 0 + 1 = 1 = 2− 1, n = 2.
Case 2, (⊗). Let Γ include n1 formulae and ∆ include n2 formulae. Then,
by induction hypothesis, ♮(Γ) + ♮(A) = n1 + 1 − 1 = n1 and ♮(B) + ♮(∆) =
n2+1−1 = n2. Therefore, ♮(Γ)+♮(A⊗B)+♮(∆) = ♮(Γ)+♮(A)+♮(B)+♮(∆) =
n1 + n2 = (n1 + n2 + 1)− 1 = n− 1.
Case 3, (O). Let Γ include n1 formulae. Then, by induction hypothesis,
♮(A) + ♮(B) + ♮(Γ) = n1 + 2 − 1 = n1 + 1. Therefore, ♮(AOB) + ♮(Γ) =
♮(A) + ♮(B) − 1 + ♮(Γ) = (n1 + 1)− 1 = n− 1.
Case 4, (N). Since ♮(A1 NA2) = ♮(A1), we have ♮(A1 NA2)+♮(Γ) = ♮(A1)+
♮(Γ), which is n− 1 by induction hypothesis.
Case 5, (⊕). By Statement 3 of this Lemma, since A1 NA2 is of the form
Ĉ or Ĉ⊥, we have ♮(A1 NA2) = ♮(Ai) for both i = 1 and i = 2. Thus, ♮(A1 ⊕
A2) + ♮(Γ) = ♮(Ai) + ♮(Γ), which is n− 1 by induction hypothesis.
Case 6, (1): ♮(1) = 0 = 1− 1, n = 1.
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Case 7, (⊥). In this case Γ contains n− 1 formulae, by induction hypothesis
♮(Γ) = (n− 1)− 1, and ♮(⊥) + ♮(Γ) = 1 + (n− 1)− 1 = n− 1.
Case 8, (⊤). Impossible, since ⊤ is neither of the form Ĉ, nor of the form
Ĉ⊥.
Case 9, (!). Adding !s doesn’t alter the ♮-counter.
Case 10, (?). Adding ?s doesn’t alter the ♮-counter.
Case 11, (weak). The new formula ?sA couldn’t be of the form Ĉ, therefore
it is of the form Ĉ⊥. Hence, by Statement 2 of this Lemma, ♮(?sA) = 1, and
♮(?sA) + ♮(Γ) = 1 + (n− 1)− 1 = n− 1.
Case 12, (ncontr). Again, ♮(?sA) = 1, and ♮(?sA) + ♮(Γ) + ♮(∆) = ♮(?sA) +
♮(Γ) + ♮(?sA) + ♮(∆) − 1 = ((n+ 1)− 1)− 1) = n− 1.
Case 13, (ex). In this case ♮(?sA)+♮(Γ)+♮(∆) = ♮(Γ)+♮(?sA)+♮(∆) = n−1
by induction hypothesis.
Lemma 6. If each Ai for i = 1, . . . , n is of the form Ĉ or Ĉ
⊥ and the sequent
⊢ A1, . . . , An is derivable in SCLLΣ, then exactly one of A1, . . . , An is of the
form Ĉ, and all other are of the form Ĉ⊥.
Proof. Let our sequent include k formulae of the form Ĉ and (n− k) formulae
of the form Ĉ⊥. Then, on one hand, ♮(A1)+ . . .+ ♮(An) = n−1 by Statement 4
of the previous Lemma. On the other hand, by Statements 1 and 2, ♮(A1) +
. . .+ ♮(An) = k · 0+ (n− k) · 1 = n− k. Thus, n− k = n− 1, whence k = 1.
Now we are ready to prove Theorem 2.
Proof of Theorem 2. 4⇒ 1 We proceed by induction on the derivation of ⊢
Π̂⊥, B̂ in SCLLΣ. In our notation, we’ll always put the formula of the form B̂
into the rightmost position (and use the cyclically transformed versions of the
rules, as shown above, see Section 3).
The most interesting case is the (⊗) rule. If it yields the rightmost formula,
B̂ = Ê · F = Ê ⊗ F̂ , then the (⊗) rule application transforms into (→ ·):
⊢ ∆̂⊥, Ê ⊢ Γ̂⊥, F̂
⊢ Γ̂⊥, ∆̂⊥, Ê ⊗ F̂
(⊗2)  ∆→ E Γ→ F
Γ,∆→ E · F
(→ ·)
If the (⊗) rule yields a formula of the form Â⊥ from Π̂⊥, there are two
possibilities: Â⊥ is either Ê ⊗ F̂⊥ = (F̂ /E)⊥ or F̂⊥ ⊗ Ê = (Ê \F )⊥. Also one
can apply the (⊗) either in the (⊗1) or in the (⊗2) form. This leads to four
possible cases. Two of them are handled as follows:
⊢ ∆̂⊥, Ê ⊢ Γ̂⊥1 , F̂
⊥, Γ̂⊥2 , B̂
⊢ Γ̂⊥1 , ∆̂
⊥, Ê ⊗ F̂⊥, Γ̂⊥2 , B̂
(⊗2)  
∆→ E Γ2, F,Γ1 → B
Γ2, F /E,∆,Γ1 → B
(/→)
⊢ Γ̂⊥1 , F̂
⊥, Γ̂⊥2 , B̂ ⊢ Ê, ∆̂
⊥
⊢ Γ̂⊥1 , F̂
⊥ ⊗ Ê, ∆̂⊥, Γ̂⊥2 , B̂
(⊗1)  
∆→ E Γ2, F,Γ1 → B
Γ2, E \F,∆,Γ1 → B
(\ →)
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In the other two cases, we have the following:
⊢ Γ̂⊥1 , Ê, Γ̂
⊥
2 , B̂ ⊢ F̂
⊥, ∆̂⊥
⊢ Γ̂⊥1 , Ê ⊗ F̂
⊥, ∆̂⊥, Γ̂⊥2 , B̂
(⊗1) or
⊢ ∆̂⊥, F̂⊥ ⊢ Γ̂⊥1 , Ê, Γ̂
⊥
2 , B̂
⊢ Γ̂⊥1 , ∆̂
⊥, F̂⊥ ⊗ Ê, Γ̂⊥2 , B̂
(⊗2)
These situations violate Lemma 6, since in ⊢ Γ̂⊥1 , Ê, Γ̂
⊥
2 , B̂ there are two formulae
of the form Ĉ, and therefore this premise couldn’t be derivable in SCLLΣ. Thus,
these two cases are impossible.
All other rules are translated straightforwardly:
⊢ Γ̂⊥, Ê⊥, F̂
⊢ Γ̂⊥, Ê⊥ O F̂
(O)  E,Γ→ F
Γ→ E \F
(→ \)
⊢ Ê⊥, Γ̂⊥, F̂
⊢ Γ̂⊥, F̂ O Ê⊥
(O)  Γ, E → F
Γ→ F /E
(→ \)
⊢ Γ̂⊥1 , Ê
⊥, F̂⊥, Γ̂⊥2 , B̂
⊢ Γ̂⊥1 , Ê
⊥
O F̂⊥, Γ̂⊥2 , B̂
(O)  Γ2, F, E,Γ1 → B
Γ2, F ·E,Γ1 → B
(· →)
⊢ Γ̂⊥, Ê1 ⊢ Γ̂
⊥, Ê2
⊢ Γ̂⊥, Ê1 N Ê2
(N)  Γ→ E1 Γ→ E2
Γ→ E1 ∧ E2
(→ ∧)
⊢ Γ̂⊥1 , F̂
⊥
1 , Γ̂
⊥
2 , B̂ ⊢ Γ̂
⊥
1 , F̂
⊥
2 , Γ̂
⊥
2 , B̂
⊢ Γ̂⊥1 , F̂
⊥
1 N F̂
⊥
2 , Γ̂
⊥
2 , B̂
(N)  Γ2, F1,Γ1 → B Γ2, F2,Γ1 → B
Γ2, F1 ∨ F2,Γ1 → B
(∨ →)
⊢ Γ̂⊥, Êi
⊢ Γ̂⊥, Ê1 ⊕ Ê2
(⊕)  Γ→ Ei
Γ→ E1 ∨E2
(→ ∨)
⊢ Γ̂⊥1 , F̂
⊥
i , Γ̂
⊥
2 , B̂
⊢ Γ̂⊥1 , F̂
⊥
1 ⊕ F̂
⊥
2 , Γ̂
⊥
2 , B̂
(⊕)  Γ2, Fi,Γ1 → B
Γ2, F1 ∧ F2,Γ1 → B
(∧ →)
⊢ 1
(1)  
→ 1
(→ 1)
⊢ Γ̂⊥1 , Γ̂
⊥
2 , B̂
⊢ Γ̂⊥1 ,⊥, Γ̂
⊥
2 , B̂
(⊥)  Γ2,Γ1 → B
Γ2,1,Γ1 → B
(1→)
The (⊤) rule cannot be applied, since ⊤ is neither of the form Ĉ, nor of the
form Ĉ⊥.
⊢?s1Â⊥1 , . . . , ?
snÂ⊥n , B̂
⊢?s1Â⊥1 , . . . , ?
snÂ⊥n , !
sB̂
(!)  !
snAn, . . . , !
s1A1 → B
!snAn, . . . , !
s1A1 → !
sB
(→ !)
1⇒ 2 Trivial: allowing the cut rule doesn’t invalidate cut-free derivations.
2⇒ 3 Straightforward induction on the derivation in SMALCΣ + (cut).
The cut rule is translated as follows:
Π→ A Γ1, A,Γ2 → C
Γ1,Π,Γ2 → C
(cut)  
⊢ Π̂⊥, Â ⊢ Â⊥, Γ̂⊥1 , Ĉ, Γ̂
⊥
2
⊢ Π̂⊥, Γ̂⊥1 , Ĉ, Γ̂
⊥
2
(cut)
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For translating other rules, one simply reverses arrows in the proof of the
4⇒ 1 implication (see above).
3⇒ 4 Follows from cut elimination in SCLLΣ (Theorem 1).
6 Cut vs. Contraction
The contraction rules of SMALCΣ and SCLLΣ are non-local, i.e., they can take
formulae for contraction from distant places of the sequent. In the presence of
exchange (permutation) rules, non-local contraction rules are equivalent to local
ones, that contract two neighbour copies of the same formula marked with an
appropriate subexponential:
Γ1, !
sA, !sA,Γ2 → C
Γ1, !
sA,Γ2 → C
(contr), for SMALCΣ;
⊢ ?sA, ?sA,Γ
⊢ ?sA,Γ
(contr), for SCLLΣ.
If the subexponential doesn’t allow exchange (s ∈ C − E), however, cut
elimination fails.
Theorem 7. The extension of the Lambek calculus with a unary connective !
axiomatised by rules (! →), (→ !), (contr), and, optionally, (weak) does not
admit (cut).
Proof. One can take the following sequent as a counter-example:
r / q, !p, !(p \ q), q \ s→ r · s.
This sequent has a proof with (cut):
p→ p q → q
p, p \ q → q
(\ →)
!p, !(p \ q)→ q
(!→) twice
!p, !(p \ q)→ !q
(→ !)
q → q
q → q
r → r s→ s
r, s→ r · s
(→ ·)
r, q, q \ s→ r · s
(\ →)
r / q, q, q, q \ s→ r · s
(/→)
r / q, !q, !q, q \ s→ r · s
(!→) twice
r / q, !q, q \ s→ r · s
(contr)
r / q, !p, !(p \ q), q \ s→ r · s
(cut)
but doesn’t have a cut-free proof. In order to verify the latter, we notice that
due to subformula and polarity properties, the only rules that can be applied
are (/→), (\ →), (→ ·), (! →), and (contr). Moreover, since ! appears only on
the top level, the rules operating ! can be moved to the very bottom of the proof
(this is actually a small focusing instance here). These rules would be applied
to a (pure Lambek) sequent of the form
r / q, p, . . . , p, (p \ q), . . . , (p \ q), q \ s→ r · s,
but an easy proof search attempt shows that none of these sequents is derivable
in the Lambek calculus.
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This failure of cut elimination of the calculus with (contr) motivates the
usage of the non-local version of contraction, (ncontr1,2).
With non-local contraction, the sequent used in the proof of Theorem 7
obtains a cut-free proof:
p→ p p→ p
q → q
q → q
r → r s→ s
r, s→ r · s
(→ ·)
r, q, q \ s→ r · s
(\ →)
r / q, q, q, q \ s→ r · s
(/→)
r / q, p, p \ q, p, p \ q, q \ s→ r · s
(\ →) twice
r / q, !p, !(p \ q), !p, !(p \ q), q \ s→ r · s
(!→) 4 times
r / q, !p, !p, !(p \ q), q \ s→ r · s
(ncontr2)
r / q, !p, !(p \ q), q \ s→ r · s
(contr)
This counter-example can also be translated into SCLLΣ using the embed-
ding of SLCΣ into SCLLΣ (see Section 5).
7 Undecidability of SLCΣ
In the view of Corollary 4, we prove lower complexity bounds for fragments of
SLCΣ and upper ones for fragments of SCLLΣ.
Theorem 8. If C 6= ∅ (i.e., at least one subexponential allows the non-local
contraction rule), then the derivability problem in SLC1Σ is undecidable.
The proof is follows the line presented in Kanovich et al. [2017], using ideas
from Lincoln et al. [1992], Kanazawa [1999], and de Groote [2005]. In the latter
three papers, undecidability is established for non-commutative propositional
linear logic systems equipped with an exponential that allows all structural rules
(contraction, weakening, and exchange), as ELC defined below. The difference
of our setting is that here only contraction is guaranteed and exchange and
weakening are optional.
The undecidability proof is based on encoding word rewriting (semi-Thue)
systems [Thue, 1914]. A word rewriting system over alphabet A is a finite set P
of pairs of words over A. Elements of P are called rewriting rules and are applied
as follows: if 〈α, β〉 ∈ P , then η α θ ⇒ η β θ for arbitrary (possibly empty) words
η and θ over A. The relation ⇒∗ is the reflexive transitive closure of ⇒.
The following classical result appears in works of Markov [1947] and Post
[1947].
Theorem 9. There exists a word rewriting system P such that the set {〈γ, δ〉 |
γ ⇒∗ δ} is r.e.-complete (and therefore undecidable). [Markov, 1947, Post, 1947]
In our encoding we’ll actually need the weakening rule. However, our subex-
ponential doesn’t necessarily enjoy it. To simulate weakening, we use the unit
constant: actually, the (1→) rule is weakening, but for 1 rather than !A.
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Let P be the word rewriting system from Theorem 9 and consider all ele-
ments of A as variables of the Lambek calculus. We convert rewriting rules of
P into Lambek formulae in the following way:
B = {(u1 · . . . · uk) /(v1 · . . . · vm) | 〈u1 . . . uk, v1 . . . vm〉 ∈ P}.
If B = {B1, . . . , Bn} (we can take any ordering of B), let
Φ = 1 / !sB1, !
sB1, . . . ,1 / !
sBn, !
sBn.
Finally, we consider a theory (finite set of sequents) T associated with P :
T = {v1, . . . , vm → u1 · . . . · uk | 〈u1 . . . uk, v1 . . . vm〉 ∈ P}.
When talking about derivability from theory T , we use the rules of the original
Lambek calculus, including cut.
Now let s ∈ C be the label of the subexponential that allows non-local
contraction (and, possibly, also weakening and/or exchange). We also consider,
as a technical tool, the extension of the Lambek calculus with an exponential
modality ! that allows all three structural rules, contraction, weakening, and
exchange. We denote this auxiliary calculus by ELC1.
In our framework, ELC1 is SLC1Σ0 with a trivial subexponential signature
Σ0 = 〈I0,0,W0, C0, E0〉, where I0 = W0 = C0 = E0 = {s0}, 0 is trivial, and
!s0 is denoted by !. Thus, ELC1 enjoys all proof-theoretical properties of SLC1Σ,
in particular, cut elimination (Corollary 3).
For B = {B1, . . . , Bn}, let Γ = !B1, . . . , !Bn.
Lemma 10. Let γ = a1 . . . al and δ = b1 . . . bk be arbitrary words over A. Then
the following are equivalent:
1. γ ⇒∗ δ;
2. the sequent Φ, b1, . . . , bk → a1 · . . . · al is derivable in SLC
1
Σ;
3. the sequent Γ, b1, . . . , bk → a1 · . . . · al is derivable in ELC
1;
4. the sequent b1, . . . , bk → a1 · . . . · al is derivable from T .
Proof. 1⇒ 2 Proceed by induction on⇒∗. The base case (γ ⇒∗ γ) is handled
as follows:
B1 → B1 . . . Bn → Bn
a1 → a1 . . . am → al
a1 . . . am → a1 · . . . · al
(→ ·) (l − 1) times
1, . . . ,1, a1, . . . , al → a1 · . . . · al
(1→) n times
1 / !sB1, !
sB1, . . . ,1 / !
sBn, !
sBn, a1, . . . , al → a1 · . . . · al
(/→) n times
For the induction step, consider the last step of ⇒∗:
γ ⇒∗ η u1 . . . uk θ ⇒ η v1 . . . vm θ.
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Then, since !s((u1 · . . . · uk) /(v1 · . . . · vm)) is in Φ and s ∈ C, we enjoy the
following derivation:
v1 → v1 . . . vm → vm
v1, . . . , vm → v1 · . . . · vm
(→ ·) (m− 1) times
Φ, η, u1, . . . , uk, θ → a1 · . . . · al
Φ, η, u1 · . . . · uk, θ → a1 · . . . · al
(· →) (k − 1) times
Φ, η, (u1 · . . . · uk) /(v1 · . . . · vm), v1, . . . , vm, θ → a1 · . . . · al
(/→)
Φ, η, !s((u1 · . . . · uk) /(v1 · . . . · vm)), v1, . . . , vm, θ → a1 · . . . · al
(!→)
Φ, η, v1, . . . , vm, θ → a1 · . . . · al
(ncontr1)
The sequent Φ, η, u1, . . . , uk, θ → a1 · . . . · al is derivable by induction hy-
pothesis.
2⇒ 3 For each formula Bi ∈ B the sequent→ 1 / !Bi is derivable in ELC
1
using the weakening rule:
→ 1
!Bi → 1
(weak)
→ 1 / !Bi
(→ /)
Then we notice that, since ! in ELC1 obeys all the rules for !s in SLC1Σ, the
sequent Φ′, b1, . . . , bk → a1 ·. . .·al, where Φ
′ is the result of replacing !s by ! in Φ,
is derivable in ELC1. Then we apply (cut) to remove formulae of the form 1 / !Bi
from Φ′. This transforms Φ′ into Γ and yields derivability of Γ, b1, . . . , bk →
a1 · . . . · al in ELC
1.
3⇒ 4 Consider the cut-free derivation of Γ, b1, . . . , bk → a1 · . . . · al (as
shown above, ELC1 enjoys cut elimination). Remove all formulae of the form !E
from the left-hand sides of the sequents in this derivation. This transformation
doesn’t affect rules not operating with !, they remain valid. Applications of
structural rules ((ncontr1,2, (ex1,2), (weak)) do not alter the sequent. The only
non-trivial case is (! →). Since all formulae of the form !E come from Γ (due
to the subformula property of the cut-free derivation), the only possible case is
the following one:
∆1, (u1 · . . . · uk) /(v1 · . . . · vm),∆2 → C
∆1,∆2 → C
((u1·. . .·uk) /(v1 ·. . .·vm) transforms into an invisible !((u1 ·. . .·uk) /(v1 ·. . .·vm))).
This application is simulated using an extra axiom from the theory T that we’re
allowed to use:
v1, . . . , vm → u1 · . . . · uk
v1 · . . . · vm → u1 · . . . uk
(· →) (k − 1) times
→ (u1 · . . . · uk) /(v1 · . . . · vm)
(→ /)
∆1, (u1 · . . . · uk) /(v1 · . . . · vm),∆2 → C
∆1,∆2 → C
(cut)
The sequent v1, . . . , vm → u1 · . . . · uk belongs to T .
4⇒ 1 Derivations from T essentially need the cut rule. However, if one
tries to apply the standard cut elimination procedure, all the cuts move directly
to new axioms from T (this procedure is called cut normalization). This yields
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a weak form of subformula property: any formula appearing in a normalized
derivation is a subformula either of T , or of the goal sequent. Since both T
and b1, . . . , bk → a1 · . . . · al include only variables and the product operation, ·,
rules for other connectives are never applied in the normalized derivation. For
simplicity we omit parentheses and the “·” symbols, and the rules get formulated
in the following way:
β1 → α1 β2 → α2
β1β2 → α1α2
(→ ·)
α→ β ηαθ → γ
ηβθ → γ
(cut)
(the (· →) rule becomes trivial), and the axioms are α→ α and rewriting rules
from P with the arrows inversed.
One can easily check the following:
• if α1 ⇒
∗ β2 and α2 ⇒
∗ β2, then α1α2 ⇒
∗ β1β2;
• if α⇒∗ β and γ ⇒∗ ηαθ, then γ ⇒∗ ηβθ.
Then, by induction on the derivation, we get a1 . . . al ⇒
∗ b1 . . . bk, i.e., γ ⇒
∗
δ.
One could get rid of the unit constant, using the technique from [Kuznetsov,
2011]:
Lemma 11. Let q be a fresh variable and let Γ˜→ C˜ be the sequent Γ→ C with
1 replaced with q / q and every variable pi replaced with (q / q) · pi · (q / q). Then
Γ→ C is derivable if and only if Γ˜→ C˜ is derivable.
Proof. The (1→) rule can be interchanged with any rule applied before. Thus
one can place all applications of (1 →) directly after axioms. All other rules,
except (1 →), remain valid after the replacements. Axioms with (1 →) ap-
plied are sequents of the form 1, . . . ,1, pi,1, . . . ,1 → pi or 1, . . . ,1 → 1. Af-
ter the replacements they become derivable sequents q / q, . . . , q / q, (q / q) · pi ·
(q / q), q / q, . . . , q / q → q / q and q / q, . . . , q / q → q / q. This justifies the “only
if” part.
For the “if” part, we start with Γ˜→ C˜ and substitute 1 for q (substitution of
arbitrary formulae for variables is legal in the SLC1Σ). Since (1 /1) is equivalent
to 1 and (1 / 1) · pi · (1 / 1) is equivalent to pi, the result of this substitution is
equivalent to Γ→ C, whence this sequent is derivable.
This yields the following theorem:
Theorem 12. If C 6= ∅, then the derivability problem in SLCΣ is undecidable.
Finally, SMALCΣ and SCLLΣ, being conservative extensions of SLCΣ, is
also undecidable:
Corollary 13. If C 6= ∅, then the derivability problem in SMALCΣ is undecid-
able.
Corollary 14. If C 6= ∅, then the derivability problem in SCLLΣ is undecidable.
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8 Decidability of Systems without Contraction
The non-local contraction rule plays a crucial role in our undecidability proof
presented in the previous section. If there is no subexponential that allows
contraction (i.e., C = ∅), the derivability problem becomes decidable:
Theorem 15. If C = ∅, then the decidability problem for SCLLΣ belongs to
PSPACE and the decidability problem for SMCLLΣ belongs to NP. Hence, both
problems are algorithmically decidable.
(Recall that SCLLΣ is the full cyclic linear logic with subexponentials and
SMCLLΣ is the system without additive constants and connectives, ⊤, 0, N and
⊕.)
Proof. By Theorem 1, we consider only cut-free derivations. Since contraction is
never applied, each rule, except exchange, introduces at least one new connective
into the sequent (weakening and the (⊤) axiom can introduce whole subformulae
at once, all other rules introduce exactly one connective per rule). Thus, in
the situation without additive conjunction (in SMCLLΣ) these connectives can
be disjointly traced down to the goal sequent, and each rule application can
be associated with a unique connective occurrence in the goal sequent. For
exchange rules, we consider several consequent applications of (ex), possibly for
different ?sA, as one rule. Correctness of such a joint exchange rule application
can still be checked in polynomial time. After this joining, each exchange rule
is followed by another rule or yields the goal sequent, therefore applications
of (ex) give not more than a half of the total number of rules applied in the
derivation. Thus, the size of a cut-free derivation in SMCLLΣ, for Σ with C = ∅,
is linearly bounded by the size of the goal sequent. Since checking correctness
of a derivation can be done in polynomial time, this derivation serves as an NP
witness, so the derivability problem for SMCLLΣ, for Σ with C = ∅, belongs to
the NP class.
For the whole SCLLΣ system, we follow the strategy by Lincoln et al. [1992,
Section 2.1]. Namely, we show that the height of a cut-free derivation tree
(again, with joined exchange rules) is linear w.r.t. the size of the goal sequent.
This follows from the fact that on a path from the goal sequent to an axiom leaf
in the derivation tree each rule either introduces new connectives into the goal
sequent or is an exchange rule. Therefore, the length of such a path is linearly
bounded by the size of the goal sequent. (On the other hand the size of the
whole derivation tree could be exponential, because the (N) rule copies the same
formulae into different branches.) A derivation tree of polynomial height can be
guessed and checked by a non-deterministic Turing machine with polynomially
bounded space, using the depth-first procedure [Lincoln et al., 1992, Section
2.1]. This establishes the fact that the derivability problem for SCLLΣ, for Σ
with C = ∅, belongs to NPSPACE, which is equal to deterministic PSPACE by
Savitch’s theorem [Savitch, 1970].
By Corollary 4, we also get decidability results for the corresponding Lambek
systems:
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Corollary 16. If C = ∅, then the decidability problem for SMALCΣ belongs
to PSPACE and the decidability problem for SLCΣ belongs to NP. Hence, both
systems are algorithmically decidable.
Notice that these complexity bounds are exact, since even without subexpo-
nentials the derivability problems in the purely multiplicative Lambek calculus
is NP-complete [Pentus, 2006] and the derivability problem in the multiplicative-
additive Lambek calculus is PSPACE-complete [Kanovich, 1994] (see also Kanazawa
[1999]).
9 Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper we have considered two systems of non-commutative linear logic—
the multiplicative-additive Lambek calculus and cyclic propositional linear logic—
and extended them with subexponentials. For these extended systems, we’ve
proved cut elimination and shown that the first system can be conservatively
embedded into the second one. We’ve also shown that, for cut elimination to
hold, the contraction rule should be in the non-local form. Finally, we’ve estab-
lished exact algorithmic complexity estimations. Namely, at least one subex-
ponential that allows contraction makes the system undecidable. On the other
hand, subexponentials that don’t allow contraction do not increase complexity
in comparison with the original system without subexponentials: it is still NP
for multiplicative systems and PSPACE for multiplicative-additive ones.
A natural step to take from here is to investigate focused [Andreoli, 1992]
proof systems with non-commutative subexponentials. This would open a num-
ber of possibilities such as the development of logical frameworks with non-
commutative subexponentials. Such frameworks have been used, for example,
by Pfenning and Simmons [2009] for the specification of evaluation strategies
of functional programs. While their focused proof system contained a single
unbounded, a single bounded and a single non-commutative modalities, focused
proof systems with commutative and non-commutative subexponentials would
allow for any number of modalities allowing the encoding of an even wider range
of systems. Such investigation is left for future work.
In our undecidability proof, we encoded semi-Thue systems in SLCΣ, using
only three connectives, / (one can dually use \, of course), ·, and ?s (where
s ∈ C). The language can be further restricted to / and ?s, without ·, by using a
more sophisticated encoding by Buszkowski [1982], see Kanovich et al. [2016b].
The number of variables used in the construction could be also reduced to one
variable using the technique by Kanovich [1995]. We leave the details of these
restrictions for future work.
On the other hand, if we allow subexponentials with contraction to be ap-
plied only to variables (?sp) or to formulae without · of implication depth 1
(for example, ?s(p / q)), the derivability problem probably becomes decidable,
which would be quite nice for linguistic applications. We leave this as an open
question for future studies.
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For extensions of the Lambek calculus, another interesting question, besides
decidability and algorithmic complexity, is the generative power of categorial
grammars based on these extensions. Original Lambek grammars generate pre-
cisely context-free languages [Pentus, 1993]. On the other hand, it actually
follows from our undecidability proof that grammars based on SLCΣ, where
at least one subexponential in Σ allows contraction (C 6= ∅), can generate an
arbitrary recursively enumerable language. For decidable fragments (e.g., when
C = ∅, or subexponentials allowing contraction are somehow restricted syntac-
tically), however, determining the class of languages generated by corresponding
grammars is left for future research.
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